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On August 27, the Côte St. Luc city council, in a special meeting, approved a zoning change that paves 
the way for what will be the only drive-through restaurant in the area. 

Representatives of the Côte St. Luc Shopping Centre (located at 7073 CSL Rd. near Coronation Ave.) 
applied for a zoning change to allow the construction of a drive-through in the mall’s parking lot, 
explained Mayor Anthony Housefather in an email. 

As of press time, the Free Press was unable to confirm which restaurant is eying the property as Gregory 
Menzies of First Capital Realty Inc., which owns the mall, was unwilling to reveal the business until the 
deal is finalized. 

As the by-law was being drawn up, councillors Dida Berku, Glenn Nashen and Steven Erdelyi have 
reportedly voiced concerns, not because of the construction, but because of a desire for more area 
parking lots to be “greened up” rather than remaining heat islands. 

On Nashen’s blog, he states he is in favour of having a restaurant open there as it would be a popular 
spot and conveniently located for CSL and NDG residents alike, while providing local jobs. However, he 
wrote, “What irks me is that this zoning amendment provides an opportunity to request, or demand, 
that the shopping centre provide more trees on its lot to create shade on what is one of the hottest 
spaces in the area.” 

Studies indicate an increase in morbidity and mortality linked to higher temperatures, he stated, and, in 
Montreal, heat waves are becoming more frequent and intense with urban heat islands worsening the 
situation. 

“CSL has no location or specific desire to add drive-throughs,” stated Housefather, noting no building 
permit has been issued. “It suited this one property … Safety on the site is the responsibility of the 
property owner, but the city worked with the property owner on a traffic configuration for the parking 
lot that made it safer than it is today.” 


